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Coregularity of Fans varieties
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Absolute regularity: X normal projective

rEg(X) = mex [regCX, () ).(X,4) in Eg CY
kx +4 =0.
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If 937%, then rey (x) = -0. CX,2) is k

Absolute coregularity:

corey(x) = Lx
Example: X=1D", then coley (IP) =0.
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For a Fano variety - Rx is ample to Corey (x) = 10.....
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=xamples:
· bel Peggo surfaces: Any tel Peggo surface of degree -2

how coreg = 0.
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· tel Peggo surfaces of degree 1:

Corey
1.

*nobilitiesare general to the core o



What about higher dimensions:
there are 105 familier of Fano terminal 3-4016.

Loginon: At least 100 of there families have general element
of coleg = 0.

Problem:Classify all Faro Goveitain surfaces of cory =0.
· Classification of Fano Govenstain sortier ofp =2./



Complements:
Definition: A complement on X is a boundary 4:

i)(X,X) io lg CY &

ii) N(kx +X) No.

NXcl-Nkx 1.
↑

controlled multiple of the auto-canonical

=xample: X is a toric variety, then admits a 1-comp

ocojcy = 0.

Theorem (Birker, 2010):Let X bean-dimensional Fano type war.

Then, X atmito.a Ncms-complement.
&How fast too. Ncal grow?
N(1) =1.

exceptional FanN(x) =3)((e) =66.

↑
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Theorem (Totavo.2011: There exists a Fano 4-folb which admit

no m-complement for m = 1.866.233.

N(H) <1.866.233. Remero:Nenegrow atleastofour



*Fans of Simenuen n, coreg (X) 90,..., ns
/ ↳

NC)
grow fol

what happens here?

Theorems (Figueros - Filipagyi - M- Pey, 2022):
AFans of corey = 0 almitic 1-compor 2-comp of core = 0.

Theorem O(Filipsy: - Marri-M, 2023):

Let (X,4) be a log 24 pair of Cong
=o. Arume &

her standard coefficients. Then 2((x+4) No.

Thmo is one of the tools root in the proof of thm s



=xample: t-type singularities:
E2

For on singularizes, we have me.... =mn =2.

_nTAn.: Can we have a 2-complementin

OF(X) > 1.
dE,(X) =0E(X)-d

(X,() - complement.
H ↓ than OE, (X,4) =0E(X,Δ) =0.
2 ar(X,X) =0

i X
->c-

No non-trivial Cotrict (c) 1-comp for 8-type ring.
However. O-type sing

admit reduced 2-complement.



Fans surface with p=1 & no I-comp of cokeg =0.
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(X,C) is log CY & 2(x + 1)00



&Ketch of the proof of Thm 1:

X Fano vanity of core = 0. Amx(
CX.t) complement of coreg (X,()

=0.

At model.
- Fanotype-> Yora MD5

(Y,[x) Es. .... EnELEx) with Err... rEntJ
ief ↑ 1-2.(ky + Est....Enila of we find a k

element here, then

(X,r) we are done.

XFT y8((x + () =(x + [y

Rona (IChitE,,...Enl)-MMP. Y..-.z
- cKz +Ezist.... Ezin) is semiample. I

W
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Using the negativity Lemme it sufficer to produce al element in

1-2(kz+ Ezis + .... Ezn)1.



Y...-z 1 -c(Hz + Ezx + ... Ezin)).

I
· fom W = 0 . Nz + E.E.Ezi =0 to by FMM22.

2Ckz + Z., Ez.i) wo

· tim W = tim X. - Chz +ZE, Ezi) bog & rerample
We can find a component, say Ec

of

H(-z(kz +ZE, Ez.)) -> HilvaChE +ZEila)
I

Howit ofCongobecome
~ Lanfars.

· Jim We (1. ... Amx-17, there is a component, Ec.
such that Es is vertical is bore

Tra: partorb Ec..... In so that - (Nz +E.+x1-612Ei)
tisby & net



Only case left (tim 1): Corey =0.
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1 - complement. 2 - complement.
U


